
A. Course Information for Advanced Algebra  (231) 
Teacher:  Mrs. Mary Baker 

 Course Number:  231  
 Course Name:   CP Advanced Algebra  
 Classroom:  Block A room 115, Block B room 111 
 Textbook:   Algebra 2 , by Larson, Boswell, Kanold, Stiff; Holt McDougal, 2011 

Other Materials:  notebook or 3 ring binder with looseleaf, pencils, graph paper, TI-84 graphing 
calculator 

Contact information: mbak@omahamarian.org 
 402-571-2618 ext 6200 
Available: before school-any time after 7:15am in room 105. 
Homework: all homework listed on assignment syllabus handout that students have, also 

found on ebackpack 
B. Teaching Methodology 
     Each day will include a combination of some or all of the following: 
 1. Short lecture including notes 
 2. Demonstration and verbal explanation 
 3. Cooperative learning groups 
 4. Guided Practice with reinforcement and feedback 
 5. Guided discovery and problem solving 
 6. Independent practice (class work and homework)  
 7. Calculator/Technology integrated lessons 
C. Course Objectives 
 1. Solving and graphing linear equations, functions, and inequalities 
 2. Solving Systems of linear equations with 2 or more variables  

3. Solving matrices and determinants 
 4. Solving and graphing quadratic functions  
 5. Polynomials and polynomial functions 
 6. Rational exponents and radical functions 
 7. Solving exponential and logarithmic functions 
 8. Rational Functions 
D. Math Objectives 
 A. Develop and use critical thinking skills 

     Apply various techniques to problem solve 
1.1.1.1.                    Explain the procedure used to solve a problem 
1.1.1.2.                    Estimate possible answers 
1.1.1.3.                    Evaluate an answer's suitability and plausibility 
1.1.1.4.                    Compare and contrast methods of solutions determining the best one 

 B. Develop and use note taking skills 
                   Read textbook and teacher presentations carefully making note of key words and definitions 

1.1.1.1.                    Write down every example that is given and understand each step 
1.1.1.2.                    Listen for key words or phrases often repeated in the lecture 

 C. Develop and use specific study skills 
1.1.1.1.                    Use the textbook in conjunction with lecture material 

                   Read through and work examples step by step 
                   Work and understand all assigned written exercises or each lesson 
                   Review notes, homework assignments, and textbook before each quiz and test 
	
	
	
	



E. Grading and Evaluation Policy 
           The grading for this course will be as follows: 
  Tests and Projects:   50% 
  Quizes:    25% 
  Homework/In-Class work:  25% 
TESTS: There will be a test on each chapter.  There will be chapters where there may be two 
tests depending on the amount of material in that chapter.  On each test there will be ACT 
questions that fit the content of the chapter.   
Every test is worth 100 points.  You will have the opportunity to correct the test.  I will inform 
you how to do this and what is required to earn any credit back to your original grade. 
 
QUIZZES: You can expect two or three quizzes per chapter.  There is no correction on a quiz.  
However, I may ask you to come in to me or go to the tutoring center to go over the quiz. 
 
F. Classroom policies: 
HOMEWORK: Homework is given daily. I can collect or check it at any time. It is your 
responsibility to complete the work.  If you have any difficulty you are to use the resources listed 
at the end of this syllabus.  Blank or incomplete homework does not receive credit.  You are 
required to try each and every problem.Each homework check is based only on completeness 
(not correctness) and worth 5 points.   
If you do not complete your homework, I will give you a slip for iBlock for that school day.  
School policy states:"Failing to complete homework on time will result in the student attending 
the mandatory afterschool iBlock".   
If you are absent you do not have to show me the work but you do need to complete it. 
Other assignments will be graded on correctness based on set point value. 

After school study hall (detailed information in student handbook) 

All students are expected to turn in their homework on the day and time it is due.  Any 
student who does not turn in a homework assignment on time will be assigned an after-
school study hall, by the teacher, on that same day to make up the assignment.  

• Study hall will meet every day, Monday through Friday, for 35 minutes after 
school. If the student is assigned, attendance is mandatory. Unexcused 
absences will result in disciplinary action as does any unexcused absence from 
class.  	

• Teachers will use their discretion in cases where there is a legitimate reason for 
missing a homework assignment.  	

• Missing a ride, athletic practice, or work responsibilities are not excuses to be 
absent from an after school study hall. The student should consider this ahead of 
time and face the consequences.   

• A student on work study must attend the study hall and make up their work study 
after the study hall period.   

• A student must do school work and remain for the full period. If the student has 
finished the missing assignment, during an earlier study hall, she must work on 
something else.   



 
ABSENCE POLICY:  “the absence policy in the Parent/Student handbook will be used 
in this classroom.  The policy is listed in Section 6.3 of the handbook.”  In addition if you 
are absent before a test or quiz, you need to make up the test or quiz within the number of days 
equal to your absence.  Check with me if you have any questions.  Make ups are done during 
your class time, study hall or before school. 
It is your responsibility to find out what you missed during an absence.  Checking with a  
student or with your assignment syllabus for the chapter should give you the information you 
need. 
TARDIES: Students should be on time and have all class materials with them.  After the third 
unexcused absence you will receive a point. 
ACADEMIC HONESTY:  If there is an instance of cheating, "the Consequences for violating 
the Academic Integrity policy are outlined in the handbook, Section 4.2". The new consequences 
were discussed in class with your daughter.  Please review this section of the handbook with her. 
G.	iPAD:		Since	a	graphing	calculator	is	required	for	the	class,	your	iPad	will	not	be	critical.		You	
may	use	it	to	make	a	copy	of	each	class	day’s	notes,	examples	and	assignment.		All	iPads	are	to	
be	flat	on	the	desk	and	should	not	interfere	with	class.		Points	may	be	issued	if	iPads	are	
inappropriately	used.	All	homework	is	done	in	a	notebook	or	on	paper	so	that	it	can	be	
collected.	

iPad Responsibilities 
Students will… 
• Maintain an academic environment at all times.  No games, no messaging, 

shopping, etc. 
• Keep the iPad on the desk, with the cover closed, at the start of every class.  

They will not open the iPad unless instructed by the teacher. 
• Ensure their iPad is fully charged at the start of the school day. 
• Sync their iPad regularly. 
• Keep the operating system and apps up to date. 
• Have the volume of their iPad muted unless otherwise requested by the teacher 

and use earphones when listening to personalized audio. 
• Turn off notifications for non-school apps 
• Not have iPads, Smart watches or fitness trackers out during tests or quizzes.  

Failure to remove those items will result in disciplinary action. 
• Have non-school apps closed during class. 
• “Sleep” the iPad when the teacher is addressing the class or group; this means 

the teacher knows that he or she has your attention. 
• Not share their passwords or passcode with another person. 
• Not use another person’s iPad without the owner’s permission. 
• Always seek permission before taking a photo, video, or audio recording of 

someone, including your teachers; any changes made after the initial recording 
should also be approved by the people involved. 

• Follow all teacher directions regarding iPad use and digital citizenship. 
• Know that all iPad infractions are a minimum of 2 points. 



• NOT download VPN to their iPad. 
H.	MATH	RESOURCES:	

1. I	am	available	before	school	in	room	105.		You	can	stop	anytime.	
2. Use	the	math	tutor	center.		Be	sure	to	sign	in.	
3. Check	with	other	students	in	your	class.	
4. Khan	academy	has	videos	that	pertain	to	each	content	area	
5. Many	online	sources	as	indicated	in	class	as	classzone.com	
7.			Sign	up	for	NHS	tutor	
	
Parent Communication:	

In keeping with the tradition of developing confident, independent, thinking leaders, 
students who have a question or concern about their class or grade should first talk to 
the teacher.  If they are unable to reach a consensus, the student should then involve 
her guidance counselor, who will assist in her self-advocacy.  If an issue remains 
unresolved, the teacher, parent(s) and student will meet.   If consensus is not achieved 
once the aforementioned communication steps have been taken, the parent(s) should 
contact the Principal. 
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Advanced	Algebra		231	 	 Mrs.	Mary	Baker	
	
I	have	read	the	syllabus	and	understand	the	expectations	of	the	course.	
	
________________________________	 	 _________________________________	
	 Student	Signature	 	 	 	 	 Parent	Signature	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


